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Why Modulate Two
Conductances at Once?
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Rhythmic behaviors such as chewing and
walking are driven by neural circuits called
central pattern generators (CPGs), which
generate rhythmic output through a combi-
nation of neuronal intrinsic properties and
synaptic connectivity. Studies in inverte-
brates have been invaluable in advancing
our understanding of how CPGs generate
rhythmic bursting and how their output is
shaped by neuromodulators. The simplest
CPGs comprise just two mutually inhibi-
tory neurons that burst in alternation. This
type of CPG, called a half-center oscillator,
regulates heartbeat in leeches. A slowly
inactivating, low-threshold calcium current
(ICaN) produces a spike burst in one inter-
neuron of the pair, inhibiting the second
neuron. As ICaN inactivates, the burst ends,
freeing the second neuron from inhibition.
A hyperpolarization-activated inward cur-
rent (Ih) then depolarizes the second neu-
ron, leading to activation of ICaN and
bursting that inhibits the first cell.

The leech heart rate is controlled in part
by the neuromodulator myomodulin, which
speeds the rhythm of the heart CPG in
part by increasing Ih, and thus speeding
depolarization. Myomodulin also suppresses
the Na1/K1 pump. Because this pump
exchanges three Na1 ions for two K1, it
hyperpolarizes neurons; suppressing the
pump therefore depolarizes heart inter-
neurons, bringing them closer to the acti-
vation threshold for ICaN. At the same time
however, depolarization limits activation
of Ih, slowing depolarization. In fact, either
increasing or decreasing pump activity
speeds the heart rhythm. What then is the
benefit of modulating both currents?

To answer this question, Ellingson et al.
used a biophysical model of the heartbeat
CPG and systematically varied the h-chan-
nel conductance and Na1/K1 pump cur-
rent of both cells. When the pump current
was kept low, one or both cells often ex-

hibited plateau events in which spik-
ing did not occur throughout the
depolarized phase of the cycle. When
both pump and h current were high,
the two cells often had different burst
durations. Importantly, comodulation
of the currents greatly extended the
range over which the cycle period
could be varied while maintaining
normal symmetrical bursting.

These results indicate that como-
dulation of currents can increase the
range over which circuits exhibit nor-
mal function. This may allow adapta-
tion to a broader range of conditions
and may be why neuromodulators
usually alter multiple cellular proper-
ties simultaneously.

Role of Anterior Thalamus in
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For the past half century, studies of episodic
memory have focused predominantly on the
hippocampal formation and its interactions
with the entorhinal cortex. But the hippo-
campus does not act in isolation to create
and retrievememories. Indeed, memory def-
icits result from lesions in many areas that
interact with the subiculum, a structure that

communicates hippocampal output to
the rest of the brain. Prominent among
these memory-supporting sites is the
anterior thalamus, which degenerates
and causes anterograde amnesia in
Korsakoff’s syndrome. The anterior
thalamus has extensive reciprocal con-
nections with the subiculum, and it
is thought to provide the hippocampus
with information about head direction;
yet its contributions to spatial learning
and navigation remain poorly under-
stood. To elucidate its role, Frost et al.
killed or temporarily inactivated anterior
thalamic neurons in rats and examined
the effects on spatial coding in the subicu-
lum and hippocampal area CA1.

Consistent with previous work, rats per-
formed at chance levels on a spatial alterna-
tion task after lesion of the anterior
thalamic nuclei. Importantly, whereas 57%
of subicular neurons recorded in control
rats showed spatial tuning (place, border,
grid, or head direction), no such neurons
were identified after permanent lesion of
the anterior thalamus. Moreover, when the
anterior thalamus was temporarily inacti-
vated via a brief injection of muscimol, spa-
tially tuned subicular neurons gradually lost
their selectivity, even as firing rate remained
unchanged. Notably, tuning properties usu-
ally re-emerged when the effects of musci-
mol wore off. Despite the profound effects
on behavior and on spatial tuning in the
subiculum, permanent lesion of the anterior
thalamus had no apparent effect on the tun-
ing of hippocampal place cells.

These results indicate that although the
subiculum is a main target of CA1 output,
CA1 place-cell firing is insufficient to
endow subicular cells with similar tuning.
Instead, the anterior thalamic nuclei are
essential for place encoding and other
forms of spatial tuning in the subiculum.
Without this input, animals appear unable
to perform a relatively simple spatial task.
Future work should investigate the types of
information the anterior thalamus conveys
to the subiculum and how the subiculum
uses this information to construct spatial
representations.
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Tuning of subicular place (top), head direction (middle),
and grid (bottom) cells (first column) deteriorates over time
as anterior thalamus is inhibited with muscimol (columns
2–4). See Frost et al. for details.
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